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<Professor  Chan-Hyun Youn’s Lab>

■ Contact information
Professor Email: chyoun@kaist.ac.kr Tel: 042-350-3495

Lab. Email: msjeon@kaist.ac.kr Tel: 042-350-7261

Website http://ncl.kaist.ac.kr
■ Current state of the Lab. (in 2022 Fall Semester)

  Research Assistant Professor : 1      Ph.D Students: 10       Master’s Student: 4 
■ Research Areas

Fig 1. Explainable AI (XAI)-based Satellite Image 
Analysis Acceleration

Fig 2. 5G based Low-latency Interaction 
Technology Development

1) Development of XAI-based Interactive Satellite Image Analysis and Accelerated Deep Learning Technology 

(ADD 미래도전기술) (Fig 1.)

- A collaborative system technology for satellite-to-ground control that combines satellite-on-board acceleration 

with resource management, and HPC systems for XAI acceleration processing

- Development of interactive deep learning system through XAI analysis

2) 5G based low-latency interaction technology development between device and edge-cloud environment 

(IITP 국책과제) (Fig 2.)

- Accelerate the multiple task processing VR/AR interaction with integrated information

- Offloading work to edge system and enabling parallel processing for low-latency and multi-tenant VR/AR 

interaction on heterogeneous hardware

3) GPU Scheduler Development for Acceleration of 5G-UPF Packet Processing (㈜삼성전자)

- Desing of pooled acceleration architecture for dynamic federation hierarchy and scalability

- Development of resource adaptation and DL pipeline scheduling

*Further projects and detail information of research areas are addressed in our homepage 

■ Recommended courses & Career after graduation

Recommended courses : EE331(Introduction to Machine Learning), EE324(Network Programming), EE424(Introduction 
to Optimization Techniques

Career after graduation : Our alumni are contributing in many ways such as being a Professor(Jeon-Buk, Prince 
Mugrin Univ.), Researcher(ETRI, Samsung, Bytedance), Cloud Engineer(Toss), etc.

■ Introduction to the Lab.

Our lab is “Network and Computings Lab” or NCL in short. We NCL people are researching computing systems, which is a 
crucial part of the AI driven 4’th industrial revolution. Specifically, we have research teams on Acceleration System Design for 
applications like Satellite Image Analysis, Medical Data Processing, and, Augmented Reality, Large-scale Database & Computing 
cluster management and Hardware acceleration platform. All of theses interesting topics are not mutually exclusive.

■ Recent research achievements (2020-2022) 
[1] Dong-Ki Kang, Yun-Gi Ha, Limei Peng, Chan-Hyun Youn, “Cooperative Distributed GPU Power Capping for Deep Learning Clusters”,   IEEE 

Transactions on Industrial Electronics, Volume: 69, Issue: 7, (pp.7244 – 7254), July. 2022.
[2] Woo-Joong Kim and Chan-Hyun Youn  “Cooperative Scheduling Schemes for Explainable DNN Acceleration in Satellite Image Analysis and 

Retraining”,IEEE Transaction on Parallel and Distributed System Vol 33, Issue 7 (pp. 1605 – 1618), July. 2022. 
[3] Minsu Jeon, Kyung-No Joo, Taewoo Kim, Seonghwan Kim, and Chan-Hyun Youn “FleX: A Flex Interconnected HPC System with Stochastic 

Load Balancing Scheme”, IEEE Access, Vol 10 (pp.2169 – 3536), March. 2022.
[1] Kim, Heejae, et al. "An Alternating Training Method of Attention-Based Adapters for Visual Explanation of Multi-Domain Satellite 

Images." IEEE Access, Vol.  9, Apr. 2021.
[2] Joo, Kyung-No, and Chan-Hyun Youn. "Accelerating Distributed SGD With Group Hybrid Parallelism." IEEE Access, Vol. 9, Mar, 2021.
[3] Yang, Eunju, and Chan-Hyun Youn. "Individual Load Forecasting for Multi-Customers with Distribution-aware Temporal Pooling." IEEE 

INFOCOM, 2021.
[4] Kang, Dong-ki, et al. "Cooperative Distributed GPU Power Capping for Deep Learning Clusters." IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics, 

2021.
[5] Lee, Changha, Seong-Hwan Kim, and Chan-Hyun Youn. "Cooperating Edge Cloud-Based Hybrid Online Learning for Accelerated Energy Data 

Stream Processing in Load Forecasting." IEEE Access, Vol. 8, Nov. 2020.
*Further detail information of publications are presented our homepage 
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Contact information■■ 
Professor Email: mkje@kaist.ac.kr Tel: 7437
LAb. Email: chinig@kaist.ac.kr Tel: 7637
Website impact.kaist.ac.kr

Current state of the Lab. (in 2022■■  Fall SSemester)
  Postdoctoral Fellows : 2      PhD Students: 28       Master’s Student: 10 

Research Areas■■ 
The core technology of the research is analog, mixed-signal, 
and RF integrated circuit design techniques, especially focusing 
on intelligent sensor interface circuits and ultra low power 
wireless communication circuits.

IIntelligent sensor interface▷ 
The sensor interface circuit that works with the sensor is 
an essential component to acquire the information of the 
real physical world. It has to provide sufficient performance 
while consuming low power. In particular, we aim to 
develop an intelligent interface circuit that can compensate 
the deficiencies of the sensor and extract meaningful 
information even under imperfect conditions.

UUltra-low-power wireless communication▷ 
Particularly, we are interested in the technology that realizes 
the short distance communication in the vicinity of the human 
body with high energy efficiency as well as the various circuit techniques for duty-cycling the wireless 
communication circuits which consume the most power in the wireless sensor microsystems as much as possible.

Microsystem convergence for emerging applications▷ 
Based on this low-power integrated circuit technology, the extremely small and intelligent systems can be 
integrated for various applications expected to play an important role in the future. Especially, the miniaturized 
medical device that can be implanted inside a human body for therapeutics, brain research, and neuromodulation 
is the main application area. We are also interested in wearable devices which are expected to be the next 
generation mobile devices, and ultra low power wireless sensor nodes which are key to the implementation of the 
internet of things.

Recommended courses & Career after graduation■■ 
Courses on circuit and system design as well as wireless communication are recommended, which include circuit 
theory, electronic circuits, analog electronic circuits, digital electronic circuits, digital systems, digital signal 
processing, communication engineering, and radio engineering. After graduation, your career can be furthered at a 
variety of domestic and foreign companies, research institutes, or universities related to integrated circuit and 
microsystem design as well as research and development in the application areas of IoT, wearables, and medical 
devices.

Introduction to other activities besides research ■■ 
The IMPACT lab. is fairly new in that we started just two years ago at KAIST. Therefore, the members can make an 
important contribution in forming the culture of the laboratory. The best possible support will be provided to 
create an environment in which the members can engage in research with pleasant passion, voluntary commitment, 
and open exchange, based on strong mutual trust. A variety of non-research activities are also being created in 
line with this.

Introduction to the Lab.■■ 
We are not just targeting to develop new circuit design techniques, but to create substantial achievement that can 
greatly affect our future lives, by working together with experts from diverse fields including sensor, energy, 
communication, packaging, as well as medical devices and IT applications through an international collaborative 
research network.

Recent research achievements (2021-2022)■■ 
[1] “A Wide-Dynamic-Range Neural-Recording IC With Automatic-Gain-Controlled AFE and CT Dynamic-Zoom Delta-Sigma 
ADC for Saturation-Free Closed-Loop Neural Interfaces,” IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits (JSSC), 2022.
[2] "A 96.5%-Power-Efficiency Hybrid Buck-Boost Photovoltaic Energy Harvester Employing Adaptive FOCV MPPT Control for 
>98% MPPT Efficiency Across a 10,000x Dynamic Range," IEEE Symposium on VLSI Circuits (SOVC), 2022.
[3] “A 600mVPP-Input-Range 94.5dB-SNDR NS-SAR-Nested DSM with 4th-Order Truncation-Error Shaping and Input-Impedance 
Boosting for Biosignal Acquisition," IEEE Symposium on VLSI Circuits, 2022.
[4] “A Frequency-Splitting-Based Wireless Power and Data Transfer IC for Neural Prostheses with Simultaneous 115mW 
Power and 2.5Mb/s Forward Data Delivery,” International Solid-State Circuits Conference (ISSCC), 2021.
[5] “An Energy-Replenishing Ultrasound Pulser with 0.25CV2f Dynamic Power Consumption,” International Solid-State Circuits 
Conference (ISSCC) , 2021.
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